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1. Summary

2. Overview
Regulation is coming to the crypto and blockchain space, and it can't arrive soon

enough. Leverage, transparency, unaccounted lending - all will need to be addressed.

Certainly, the takedown of a former darling of the crypto space in Sam Bankman-Fried

is momentous news.

For the full story on the FTX crash, and its subsequent potential takeover by Binance,

take a look at this recap.

Before that particular news broke in the second week of November, a slew of indicators

suggested things could be looking up in crypto land. The signals were creeping in for a

potential turnaround in sentiment for digital assets.

Crypto rallied in the �nal days of October 2022, sending Bitcoin to the edge of $21k and

Ethereum 25% higher to $1.5k. Such sudden optimism after more than 10 months stuck

in the depths of a Crypto Winter sent bearish traders running for cover.

Was this the end of the bear market? Perhaps not. The data shows us the catalyst for

the price spike was a huge short squeeze.

Between 26 October and 31 October, $2 billion in trader positions betting on the price

of crypto to fall were liquidated. They happened across three major leveraged short

liquidation events of more than $450m in a day. When traders short an asset, and the

FTX blows up, gets taken over by Binance

Sentiment switch: low volatility era poses upside potential

Bitcoin investors overwhelmingly in HODL mode

Institutional tidal wave �ows in during Crypto Winter

Best regulated countries grab largest slice of digital assets market

A Tale of Two Recessions

Ethereum Layer 2 Polygon is blockchain of choice for tech, consumer, banking

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-just-happened-ftx-binance-tom-rodgers
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market moves against them, they have to cover those positions by buying back the

asset (BTC/ETH) at the now higher market price, leading to a fast upward spiral in

prices.

Prices spiked early on 26 October on macro moves. First, US housing market data

showed a huge decline in mortgage applications and home prices falling at their

steepest monthly pace in more than a decade. Then the Bank of Canada plumped for a

rate rise of 50 basis points (bps) over the more aggressive expected 75bps increase.

Both scenarios put bears on the back foot. The implication was that the Federal

Reserve could bring its aggressive hiking cycle to an end sooner than expected to

lessen the impacts of a major US recession.

This would lead to a more favourable environment for those assets associated with a

higher risk pro�le, including crypto.

A lack of major positive catalysts in the post-Merge lull has held back Bitcoin and

Ethereum.

And yes, market moves like the one above were early signs the Crypto Winter could be

thawing. Spring will return, as it always does, but precisely when it happens comes

down to a series of ifs: If central banks pivot; if a global recession is not as deep and

painful as expected; if crypto continues to hold its value while equities burn.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-10-26/us-30-year-fixed-mortgage-rate-tops-7-hits-highest-since-2001
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2022/10/fad-pre%20ss-release-2022-10-26/
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Ether tipped over into net de�ationary issuance in the last month, which means ETH has

legitimately picked up some store of value prospects with investors.

Risk assets tend to bottom �rst in bear markets. As ETC Group notes in its bi-weekly

Crypto Minutes outlook, three major indicators would imply that we have found a �oor

price for Bitcoin, and hence crypto markets are getting ready to reverse course.

Two further potential positive catalysts that would aid and provide succour to a

structural reversal are:

So let's take those points one by one. First, trading volumes across the major

exchanges are starting to recover. In terms of spot prices, unfortunately we won't know

the outcome there until it is in the rearview mirror. But on the third point, we can see that

implied volatility (as measured by option pricing) remains near all-time lows.

�. Trading volumes recover

�. Spot prices for the market leaders Bitcoin and Ethereum hold at steady levels, even
while recessionary outbreaks occur

�. Volatility remains near historic lows, just as it did when prices started to recover in
the wake of both the 2015 and 2018 bear markets.

�. Another piece of landmark legislation

�. More major corporate adoption into crypto and Web3
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On 2 April, Bitcoin volatility reached its lowest level since October 2020. As of the end

of October 2022 Bitcoin volatility has now dropped below that low watermark to match

levels last seen in July 2020.

We can see from the chart that the last extended period of low volatility (yellow boxes)

was accompanied by a generalised price decline. As of early November 2022, the

period of low volatility has been matched with steady and slightly up ticking prices. From

this, we can infer that there has been a general sentiment switch in crypto markets.

Extended periods of low volatility in BTC - as we saw between the end of March and the

start of May - leads to only one outcome: high volatility. In May, the period was followed

by a huge negative catalyst in the collapse of TerraUSD and the Do Kwon debacle,

which spun out into the Three Arrows Capital/Voyager/Celsius crypto lending crisis and

inspired research papers like this, looking at which crypto ETP issuers are quietly

lending out their assets and exposing their customers to undue counterparty risk (hint:

it's not ETC Group).

This time around, that lengthy stretch of low volatility could instead surge to the upside,

barring any highly negative catalysts replacing the sentiment switch in the meantime.

The fourth and �fth points, on legislation and adoption, are where we start to really see

the future emerging. In the US we had the midterm elections starting on 8 November

with Republicans heavily favoured to take back the House of Congress. With betting

https://etc-group.com/blog/Why_structure_really_matters_in_Crypto_ETPs/
https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2022-election-forecast/house/
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even on who will hold the upper chamber of the Senate, only bipartisan bills, or those

with both broad Democratic and Republican support, will make it through to law. And

guess what? The House Financial Services Committee stablecoin bill that stalled in July

would be the �rst to regulate crypto markets US-wide, is likely to be the �rst on the

docket after the lame-duck session concludes in the �nal months of 2022.

Institutional tidal wave �ows into digital assets

Onto the crypto corporate and institutional adoption in October. It was di�cult to thin

down this list, given the absolute avalanche of announcements.

The �nancial plumbing that allows asset managers and as-yet untapped pools of capital

to invest in crypto took another huge leap forward in October 2022.

At a spritely 238 years old, BNY Mellon is America's oldest bank. It's also the newest

upstart in crypto custody. BNY, or Bony as it's known in the trade, went public on 11

October to launch their custody business, holding Bitcoin and Ethereum initially.

In its announcement, the bank said it will be able to store and transfer BTC and ETH and

provide bookkeeping services equivalent to those o�ered to fund managers in

traditional assets.

This is a deal more than two years in the making, and BNY is the most trusted institution

on the custody front in TradFi, so it represents an enormous leap forward for the

industry.

This is certainly one of, if not the most important institutional developments we have

ever witnessed.

When it comes to institutional players, there simply isn't anyone bigger or more

prominent on the world stage than the Bank of New York Mellon. BNY has $42.2 trillion

in assets under custody and $1.8 trillion in assets under management.

https://www.ledgerinsights.com/bipartisan-stablecoin-legislation-delayed/
https://www.americanbanker.com/news/mchenry-says-hes-confident-in-ugly-baby-bipartisan-stablecoin-bill
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/10/23/politics/congress-lame-duck-session-agenda/index.html
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/about-us/newsroom/press-release/bny-mellon-launches-new-digital-asset-custody-platform-130305.html
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Not to be outdone, number three on this chart, the Euro securities settlement house

Euroclear, said back in March that it had joined a group of banks building a tokenised

asset payment system, to record company shares on public blockchains and speed up

settlement of transactions worldwide.

But why is BNY's move such a huge deal?

Firstly, from a commercial point of view this move will unlock a massive amount of buy-

side participation in crypto markets.

There are pools of capital out there in TradFi that are simply not comfortable holding

their assets with existing crypto-native custodians, but they will be with BNY, because

they will have existing relationships with BNY on the custody side.

If a sovereign wealth fund is looking to deploy large amounts of capital into Bitcoin or

Ethereum, it becomes a very di�cult conversation to get top leadership on board by

suggesting custody with a crypto-native startup. That same conversation is a lot easier

to explain if they simply say they chose BNY. It's the same with Fidelity, which has

o�ered Bitcoin trading to hedge funds and institutional clients since 2018.

The other point is that in terms of market structure, the BNY team has an implicit

understanding of how things need to look and must work in traditional venues with large

hedge funds and buy-side participants.

https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/euroclear-joins-bank-backed-blockchain-payment-system-2022-03-21/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fidelity-weighs-bitcoin-trading-on-brokerage-platform-11663008698
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Another signi�cant detail is that top leadership at BNY bought into this vision, and were

able to explain to di�erent parties exactly how important Bitcoin and Ethereum were to

their strategic vision and spent the time and capital necessary to integrate with all the

blue-chip service providers in crypto compliance, trade execution and market data.

Banking regulators as a whole are not particularly friendly to digital assets today. In fact,

many are overtly hostile - the Basel Committee, for example.

In the US, it's an open secret that the federal regulatory body the FDIC has been

discouraging banks from interacting with crypto - both in formal guidance and

informally, touting the ‘systemic risk' angle.

But now, much more capital is going to be able to �ow into Bitcoin and Ethereum as part

of this BNY deal.

Next: MSCI. MSCI is the world's best known index provider - by those in the �nance

trade, at least. Founded in 1969, the company operates the MSCI World index, which is

the gold standard (or Bitcoin standard, if you will) for representing the performance of

stocks and shares in developed markets around the world. It covers 85% of the market

cap in each country it references.

And so, MSCI has entered the crypto market with avengence. Along with investment

bank Goldman Sachs and data provider Coin Metrics (which rivals Glassnode for the

�nest on-chain data platform out there), MSCI launched a taxonomy to classify digital

assets.

One of the major reasons why many asset managers can't interact with crypto beyond

Bitcoin and Ethereum is the lack of an agreed way to measure portfolio performance.

With this taxonomy, noting where digital assets sit on the risk spectrum, MSCI just gave

the industry a huge boost. The signi�cance of this may take some time for this to �lter

through the market, but new pools of capital entering and new portfolio standards can't

be ignored.

All of the above makes an obvious rebuttal for this article from January 2022 which

posed the idea of a crypto ‘ice age', where prices stay low for years, and investors lose

interest.

At the time, James Malcolm, the head of forex strategy at UBS questioned: “A lot of

people in the technology space seem to be questioning whether or not [crypto tech] is

that e�ective. It begs the question if it was so blatantly next-generation technology, then

why aren't a lot of big tech companies all over it? Why isn't Google massively invested?”

On 28 October, Google announced that its cloud division would start o�ering node

management services for Ethereum validators. At last count there were more than

456,000 validators on the post-Merge Ethereum blockchain. As the below chart shows,

https://www.ft.com/content/3fe7be31-179a-47dd-9a61-8f4ea42b9c62
https://guidehouse.com/insights/financial-crimes/2022/fdic-crypto-asset-letter?lang=en#:~:text=The%20July%202022%20FIL%20reiterated,the%20availability%20of%20deposit%20insurance.
https://www.goldmansachs.com/media-relations/press-releases/2022/introducing-datonomy-11-03-2022.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/forget-bitcoin-winter-crypto-ice-090000968.html
https://beaconcha.in/
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there are also now more than 209 million distinct Ethereum addresses, up from 183

million on 1 January 2022. The userbase continues to grow strongly.

Ethereum will be the �rst blockchain supported by Google Blockchain Node Engine, the

company said, “[to] enable developers to provision fully managed Ethereum nodes with

secure blockchain access.”

Ethereum's closest competitor followed: in early November, Google announced that it

would become a Solana validator, outlining its Web3 credentials ever further.

https://blockworks.co/news/google-signals-major-crypto-push-with-ethereum-solana-support
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Source: Solana/Youtube/Blockworks

Google set out a bold statement of intent on 11 October when it announced a

partnership with Coinbase to allow Web3 companies to pay in crypto for hosting

services.

It is particularly signi�cant that tech and payments giants continue to integrate

cryptoasset infrastructure in the middle of a deep price retracement, when the market

has shed two-thirds of its value from the $3 trillion all time high. The world's largest

companies are not exiting the space in their droves. In fact, quite the opposite.

Had just one of these institutional stories landed in our inboxes two years ago, the

crypto market would have soared. Now, there is barely a murmur. And that's a good

thing. It means that markets are maturing, and fast. Institutions are just an accepted part

of the landscape. Additional con�rmation, if it was needed, came from Fidelity's annual

Institutional Digital Asset Survey, which found no slowdown in appetite for digital assets,

even while there remains much growth to come in those who actually hold those assets.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/10/11/google-selects-coinbase-to-take-cloud-payments-with-cryptocurrencies.html
https://clearingcustody.fidelity.com/app/literature/report/9904207/the-2022-institutional-investor-digital-assets-study-key-findings.html
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Unsurprisingly there was a geographic split between the US, Asia and Europe. The US,

which has thus far failed to put in place any nationwide legislation to support the digital

assets industry, was well behind its peers with only 74% of institutions saying digital

assets should have a place in investor portfolios, compared to 84% in Asia, and 86% in

the leader Europe.

The Chainalysis annual Geography of Cryptocurrency report also arrived in October,

showing central, western and eastern Europe as the largest market for digital assets for

a second year running.

In fact it has been those jurisdictions that have innovated the fastest, like Germany, with

its forward-thinking regulator BaFin, and crypto-friendly tax policies, that have seen the

largest in�ux of transactions. At a 47% year on year growth, Germany saw by far the

fastest growth in Europe this year.

https://etc-group.com/newsroom/Press_Release_16_05_2022/
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To conclude: corporate and institutional adoption and support of cryptoassets kicked

into a new gear in October. And it was particularly signi�cant that big moves are being

made in the depths of a bear market. Lower spot prices for Bitcoin, Ethereum and the

altcoins have not scared o� the largest pools of institutional capital: if anything, it has

energised them.

Four days after the end of October, JP Morgan executed its �rst live DeFi trade using a

fork of Aave, Uniswap and the Polygon blockchain. It was a momentous day.

JP Morgan traders used the decentralised exchange Uniswap to swap a tokenised

version of Singaporean dollars for a tokenised version of Japanese yen.

JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon, he of the famous comment: “Bitcoin is worse than tulips,”

has long been trying to give to crypto markets with one hand and take away with the

other.

This gives crypto market analysts a binary choice: we can either listen to what they say,

or watch what they do.

Ethereum Layer 2 Polygon becomes tech, banking, consumer
blockchain of choice

Polygon is becoming the blockchain of choice for major tech companies to carry out

massive retail launches of new products. Polygon is a Layer 2 blockchain that sits on top

of Ethereum, using Ethereum's security and architecture to function, while also allowing
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for fast transaction con�rmations and low fees.

Some major adoption theses played out in October, as Instagram said it would use

Polygon to mint and sell NFTs on its platform. During a 19 October panel at TechCrunch

Disrupt, Reddit chief product o�cer Pali Bhat revealed that users of the social media

giant had created over 2.5 million wallets to buy NFT avatars that can be used as pro�le

pictures on the platform.

While ETC Group's head of research Tom Rodgers demysti�ed NFTs in this article the

fact remains that the technology has something of an image problem. Perhaps the

Reddit-led rebrand to ‘Digital Collectibles' can o�er markets a boost in the medium term.

After the success of Starbucks' NFT integration in September, on 19 October Brazilian

�ntech bank Nubank started using Polygon to release loyalty tokens - Nucoins - to its

customers. Nubank went public in a December 2021 IPO at a valuation of $41.5bn,

eyeing Latin American growth as its �rst priority.

The project was “another step ahead in our belief in the transformative power of

blockchain technology, going beyond the purchase, sale and maintenance in the Nu

app,” said Nucoin general manager Fernando Czapski.

Bitcoin investors overwhelmingly in HODL mode

In October, $3.14bn in Bitcoin or 155,603 BTC left exchanges. That suggests a clear

trend is in action, with Bitcoin investors overwhelmingly in accumulation and holding

mode.

Generally, when crypto exchange net�ows are negative, it means that fewer holders are

moving coins onto exchanges for selling, and therefore signals that investors are

accumulating Bitcoin.

https://polygon.technology/blog/meta-to-let-users-mint-and-sell-polygon-powered-nfts-on-instagram
https://techcrunch.com/2022/10/18/redditors-have-created-millions-of-crypto-wallets-to-buy-nft-avatars
https://www.prolificnorth.co.uk/news/gaming/2022/09/demystifying-nfts-just-another-fad-or-future-brands
https://stories.starbucks.com/press/2022/starbucks-brewing-revolutionary-web3-experience-for-its-starbucks-rewards-members/
https://polygon.technology/blog/nubank-taps-polygon-supernets-for-nucoin-token-launch-loyalty-program
https://www.pymnts.com/news/ipo/2021/nubank-goes-public-at-41-5b-valuation-with-latam-growth-on-horizon/
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Early signs signal a positive shift in demand. From here? It's not up only. There remain

structural concerns. But the dramatic change in tone and support for digital assets from

internet and payments giants - to get on the train or get left behind at the station - is

notable and should not be quickly dismissed.

3. Macro Signals
A Tale of Two Recessions is coming. It was the best of times, it was the worst of times:

and no-one could decide quite which one it would be.

The United Nations warned the Federal Reserve on 3 October that continuing to raise

rates aggressively risks plunging the world into global recession.

So is the US central bank willing to crash the stock market to get in�ation under control?

That's the question on most traders' minds as we barrel towards the end of a terrible

year for traditional investors.

US CPI for September was unveiled on 13 October. CPI YoY printed 0.1% higher than

expected at 8.2%. Given that the Fed's aggressive rate-raising has clearly not had much

of an impact to date, these �gures signalled the virtual certainty - later con�rmed - of

another 75bps rate hike in the 2 November FOMC meeting.

https://www.reuters.com/markets/rates-bonds/un-agency-warns-recession-linked-imprudent-policy-decisions-report-2022-10-03/
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Core CPI (which excludes the prices of petrol, which is based on oil prices, and food,

much of which is seasonal), rose 6.6% YoY, greater than the March peak and the fastest

growth rate for Core CPI in 40 years.

Analysts at Bank of America recon�gured recent predictions to project a less bad

recessionary era in the US than most still fear. Shrugging o� recession concerns, the

investment bank raised its annual outlook for revenue as resilient consumer spending

gave its researchers enough con�dence to call a turnaround in the country's fortunes

by the middle of 2023.

JP Morgan, however, sees a di�erent narrative playing out. CEO Jamie Dimon told

investors that both the US and global economies are facing a “very, very serious” mix of

headwinds, that are likely to cause a deep recession by the end of Q2 2023. What is

most prominent amid this analysis is that the world is heading for falling GDP growth,

but it will not be evenly spread across the board.

Di�erent parts of the world will experience the coming recessionary era di�erently:

certainly Japan with its 48% (!) import cost increase in yen terms seems to be one of

the major economies that will be hit the hardest. The strong dollar has butchered many

major currencies worldwide, and that will inevitably lead to investors seeking hard

assets, and non-in�ationary assets like Bitcoin.

The cost of capital is going to remain high until interest rates start to come down. US

futures traders are about evenly split on the state of interest rates for the end of 2022

remaining in the 4.5% to 4.75% range.

But as always, the devil is in the details. Chairman Powell's speech noted that the Fed

would take into account how far it had already raised rates when considering the central

bank's next move.

“In determining the pace of future increases in the target range, the Committee will take

into account the cumulative tightening of monetary policy, the lags with which monetary

policy a�ects economic activity and in�ation, and economic and �nancial

developments,” Powell said.

Signals that the Federal Reserve could start to ease o� on interest rate rises from

December, perhaps with a 50bps rise instead of the 75bps that has become the

standard, would light a �re under risk assets like stocks and crypto.

On the other hand, the US 3 month to 10 year yield curve has now inverted, and this

signal has never not preceded a recession.

We have talked quite a lot in previous issues about the US Treasury market and the 2

year to 10 year yield curve. When macro analysts look at the US yield curve inversion,

they look for two metrics to �gure out how bad a recession could be: depth and

https://www.ft.com/content/4524281b-b18d-45e6-acb0-7d0532fba9e9
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2022/10/a38805d3f809-japan-wholesale-prices-soar-97-in-sept-on-higher-import-costs.html
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duration. For duration: the 2 year to 10 year yield curve is now more than 120 days

inverted. For depth: at a low of 51 basis points we have to go all the way back to 1981, 41

years ago, to �nd an inversion deeper than this.

One other point to make: crypto companies are laying o� sta�, that is true. But then so

are tech giants, and to point to the crypto industry alone as an exemplar of worsening

sentiment is �at out wrong. Twitter laid o� 50% of its workforce, Intel cut its headcount

by 20%, Apple and Amazon have implemented a hiring freeze, and there are many

more.

For a �nal indication of how strange and strained the global economic system is at the

moment, we need only look at one story.

You may have heard of Ben Bernanke, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve who

presided over the mortgage-backed securities crisis that laid the foundations of the

2007-2009 Great Financial Crisis. The man who stated in March 2007 that “subprime is

contained”. He just won the Nobel Prize in Economics for his research into banks and

�nancial crises. Hence the widespread distrust of mainstream economic policies, and

the very reason Bitcoin exists.

Economic policy is starting to coalesce around the idea that risks in general are tilting

away from in�ation and towards defaults as government and corporate borrowing

becomes more expensive due to interest rate rises.

https://qz.com/twitters-mass-layoffs-are-already-misfiring-1849750892
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-10-11/intel-is-planning-thousands-of-job-cuts-in-face-of-pc-slowdown
https://indianexpress.com/article/technology/tech-news-technology/apple-amazon-intel-twitter-meta-microsoft-layoffs-8254430/
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/10/10/business/nobel-prize-economics
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4. Regulatory Signals

Accounting change makes it much easier for US companies to
hold Bitcoin

One US regulatory move that has almost entirely �own more under the radar - but is

incredibly important - is the news that the Financial Accounting Standards Board

(FASB) has agreed to make fair value the primary accounting method for measuring

cryptoassets.

This means it just became a lot more simple for US public companies to hold Bitcoin

and other cryptoassets on their balance sheets.

Currently crypto purchases must appear on company balance sheets as intangible

assets.

That means that if the price of Bitcoin falls, accountants must mark down its value. If the

price of Bitcoin rises again? It can't be marked back up . That leaves many businesses

with an o�cial hole in their accounts - a di�cult state of a�airs to justify.

These kinds of accounting rules seriously discourage any company from putting Bitcoin

or any other kind of crypto on a balance sheet, because they force businesses to take a

writedown in the asset's value, and do not allow them to write it back up.

In a Youtube video covering the 12 October decision meeting, FASB board member

Christine Botosan said: “Given how these assets generate huge cash �ows, I strongly

feel that fair value is in fact the right measurement basis, and it better captures the

economics of this type of asset.”

https://www.cfodive.com/news/fasb-votes-fair-value-crypto-fix/634012/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XL8iQ6AD0Gs&ab_channel=FASB-FinancialAccountingStandardsBoard
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Data correct as of 18 October 2022

The FASB had a totally incorrect view that Bitcoin was di�cult to ‘mark to market', a

term which means adjusting the value of an asset that �uctuates over time.

Most �rms tend to use the CME Bitcoin Reference Rate and CME Ether Reference Rate

which take an aggregated snapshot of the price of BTC and ETH on major spot

exchanges including Coinbase, Gemini, Bitstamp and Kraken. Both are published at

4pm London time every day. More recent developments mean market data �rms like

Coin Metrics can o�er a 24/7 reference rate.

It's notable that it was the Canadian arm - and not the US branch - of KPMG that came

out and put Bitcoin and Ethereum on its balance sheet in February 2022.

Coinbase, Blockchain Association join landmark Ripple vs SEC
lawsuit

Coinbase doesn't even o�er XRP to trade on its platform, and yet the largest US digital

asset exchange has o�cially joined with Ripple to �ght its suit against the SEC. Trade

advocacy body The Blockchain Association made the same move in a joint

announcement on the �nal day of October.

The tone is clear: both Coinbase and the industry body think that Ripple is going to win

against the US regulator, and both want to be seen on the right side of history.

The SEC has been pursuing Ripple for over two years over what it says was the

company fraudulently raising funds through the sale of XRP as an “unregistered

security”. Ripple's defence is largely based around the argument that if Ethereum was

not considered a security in 2018, XRP should not be treated as one today.

https://www.cmegroup.com/markets/cryptocurrencies/cme-cf-cryptocurrency-benchmarks.html?redirect=/trading/cryptocurrency-indices/cf-bitcoin-reference-rate.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/education/courses/introduction-to-ether/cme-cf-ether-reference-rate-real-time-index.html
https://www.investopedia.com/kpmg-invests-in-bitcoin-and-ethereum-5218436
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/10/31/coinbase-files-to-support-ripple-against-sec-case/
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On 21 October, Ripple Labs was authorised by the Southern District Court of New York

to access internal SEC documents relating to a speech made by William Hinman, former

Director of the SEC's Division of Corporation Finance, in 2018. In the speech, Hinman

had intimated that Ethereum should not be considered a security by the SEC because it

is “su�ciently decentralised”.

Traders viewed the decision to release the Hinman documents as a small victory for

Ripple with the price of XRP, the sixth-largest cryptocurrency, jumping by 7% on the

back of the news. The outcome of the lawsuit is of signi�cance for the wider

cryptoassset industry, as it may establish a benchmark for whether digital assets should

be treated as securities or commodities.

Europe shifts on landmark MiCA text

It will be at least two years before Europe's world-leading regulatory structures for

crypto will be introduced in 2024 but the fact that the 27-member bloc has even got this

far was major headline news in October.

At least one member state is unhappy with the language, but there remains much

negotiation to come yet. The di�culty researchers and policymakers have is in

navigating a 27-country decision-making system. The EU's General Secretariat Jeppe

Tranholm-Mikkelsen also put forward a controversial section of text outlining a potential

€200m trading activity cap for non-euro stablecoins, that critics insist would cripple

Europe's current leadership in crypto.

Tranholm-Mikkelsen wrote on 6 October: “If widely used as a means of exchange within

a single currency area, issuers should be required to reduce the level of activity. An

asset-referenced token should be considered to be widely used as a means of

exchange when number and value of transactions per day associated to uses as means

of exchange is higher than 1 000 000 and EUR 200 million respectively, within a single

currency area.”

A �nal vote on the text of the bill has since been delayed until February 2023.

5. On-Chain Signals

Bitcoin

Liquidity demand: Exchange �ows

Bitcoin exchange in�ows dropped signi�cantly in October, by as much as 59%

compared to September, signalling that fewer traders were moving coins into selling

positions. Bullish Bitcoin

https://decrypt.co/112550/ripple-obtains-long-sought-documents-of-former-sec-official-who-declared-ethereum-not-a-security
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/11/04/eu-delays-vote-on-mica-crypto-legislation-until-february/
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Futures activity

Bitcoin futures trading volume fell to $880bn from September's uptick with only CME

seeing larger volume across the exchanges. Bearish Bitcoin

HODLer behaviour

The number of Bitcoin holders continues to breach all time highs, with September's 47

million surpassed in October by another 300,000. Short term traders (de�ned as those

holding BTC for 1 month or less) have dropped 6% while Long term holders (de�ned as

those holding BTC for 1 year or more, climbed another 2% this month. Bullish Bitcoin

Institutional demand

Institutional demand for BTC as measured by global crypto ETP in�ows remained �at in

October. Neutral Bitcoin

P&L of investors

Bitcoin Net Unrealised Pro�t and Loss is near its lowest ever point, suggesting material

upside for new or existing investors adding at these levels. Bullish Bitcoin

Ethereum

Liquidity demand: Exchange �ows
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Ethereum exchange out�ows (which signals more holding and lower buying pressure)

clearly outpaced in�ows in October, despite large in�ows around the time of the Merge

in mid-September. Bullish Ethereum

Futures activity

Lower volatility contributed to a drop in Ethereum futures trading volume,

commensurate with the types of volumes seen during the low-vol period in March and

April. Bearish Ethereum

HODLer behaviour

Enabling staking with Proof of Stake Ethereum saw the number of addresses holding

ETH for 1+ year rise in October to its highest ever point at 52 million. Bullish Ethereum

Institutional demand

Institutional demand for ETH as measured by crypto ETPs remained �at in October.

Neutral Ethereum

6. Altcoin Brief
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Investors are still betting big on smart contract blockchains, many of which are

demonstrating strong support from institutions and retail communities even with token

prices well below their November 2021 peak.

Polygon ups scaling potential

Polygon introduced its public testnet for zkEVM (zero-knowledge Ethereum Virtual

Machine) rollups on 10 October. ZK-rollups are scaling solutions that improve a

blockchain's performance by bundling together collections of transactions into a single

block in order to cut gas fees and bolster TPS.

Polygon's public testnet will let developers deploy zk-rollups in decentralised

applications. The rollups are Ethereum-compatible which means all Ethereum and

Polygon dApps and protocols will interact seamlessly with it.

Avalanche leans hard into gaming

Avalanche is making moves to distinguish itself as a powerhouse for blockchain gaming.

Ava Labs, the company behind the Avalanche blockchain, entered a strategic

partnership with BLRD, a subsidiary of Japanese gaming house GREE, on 27 October.

GREE has 30 million active users across all its games and works alongside companies

like Sega and Konami. GREE presently supports Avalanche's gaming subnets by

running more than a dozen network validators.

Its new partnership has been formed to accelerate BLRD's involvement in the sector as

the Japanese company targets 2023 for the release of its �rst Web 3.0 game.

Solana to eat Uber's lunch with stablecoins

Solana is becoming an ecosystem for a number of innovative projects including

decentralised data sharing, mapping, and now Uber-style ride sharing. Teleport, a

decentralised ride sharing platform is expected to be piloted at Solana's Breakpoint

event in November.

The developers of Teleport, the Decentralised Engineering Corporation (DEC), raised

$9 million in a seed round co-led by Foundation Capital and Road Capital in October.

The capital will go toward maturing Teleport's customer services. Drivers will have the

option to be paid in the US dollar-backed stablecoin USDC or via regular bank

accounts.

7. Into the Metaverse

https://blog.polygon.technology/polygon-zkevm-public-testnet-the-next-chapter-for-ethereum/
https://medium.com/avalancheavax/japanese-media-giant-gree-to-build-web3-games-and-run-nodes-on-avalanche-7a5cee4ce10b
https://www.dec.dev/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/10/27/developer-of-decentralized-ridesharing-app-teleport-raises-9m-in-bid-to-compete-with-uber-lyft/
https://finance.yahoo.com/finance/news/teleport-creators-raise-9m-build-140103650.html
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On 22 October payments giant Visa registered a series of trademarks for its own

Bitcoin wallet and a slew of NFT and metaverse-related tech. One excerpt from the US

Patent O�ce applications reads: “online non-downloadable software for management

of digital transactions; non-downloadable virtual goods, namely a collectible series of

non-fungible tokens; online non-downloadable software for us as a cryptocurrency

wallet.”

More retail Metaverse news landed in October as FIFA launched its own Virtual World in

Roblox ahead of the Qatar 2022 World Cup, but most investor focus was contained to

Mark Zuckerberg's pivot into the space.

Meta's latest earnings report shows that the company's Metaverse division, Reality

Labs, has lost $9.4 billion in the �rst three quarters of this year. Reality Labs is

responsible for developing the virtual and augmented reality (AR) technology that will

support the Metaverse in the years to come.

Meta stock plunged by 24% in response to its second straight quarterly decline; the

lowest its shares have been since 2015. But Zuckerberg remains adamant on his

company's foray into building infrastructure to support the Metaverse and has

repeatedly reminded investors that patience is paramount.

The banking sector is not shying away, either. UBS and Julius Baer made moves to shift

their wealth management advice from “oak-panelled boardrooms to virtual reality” in

October, the Financial Times reported.

And some industry participants creating the machinery to support the nascent space

are already reaping pro�ts from their endeavours.

The share price of PTC, an American software company focused on industrial uses for

augmented reality (AR) in supply-chain manufacturing, has demonstrated remarkable

resilience against the macro climate that has seen tech companies and the wider equity

market plummet this year.

In its last earnings report, PTC gained $508 million in revenue, a 6% increase YoY. PTC

has committed part of its operations to creating enterprise grade AR solutions with a

view to boosting workplace e�ciency by merging physical environments with instructive

virtual habitats.

Regulators are also embracing virtual worlds with open arms. The global law

enforcement agency Interpol made a clear statement of intent by launching its own

Metaverse in October. The �rst purpose of this portal is to serve as an immersive

training ground for forensic investigation courses and to advance interaction with other

law enforcement agencies around the globe through the use of digital avatars.

https://news.bitcoin.com/visa-files-trademark-applications-covering-a-range-of-cryptocurrency-products-including-crypto-wallet/
https://s21.q4cdn.com/399680738/files/doc_financials/2022/q3/Meta-09.30.2022-Exhibit-99.1-FINAL.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/10/27/meta-stock-falls-23percent-on-earnings-miss-analyst-downgrades.html
https://www.ft.com/content/929fbc8e-0ca6-4324-8c84-2d61d27f479c
https://investor.ptc.com/resources/news/news-details/2022/PTC-ANNOUNCES-FOURTH-FISCAL-QUARTER-AND-FULL-YEAR-2022-RESULTS/default.aspx
https://decrypt.co/112572/interpol-launches-first-ever-metaverse-designed-global-law-enforcement
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Meanwhile, the Norwegian government has also dipped its toes into the Metaverse

while partnering with the consulting �rm Ernst and Young (EY) to open a tax o�ce in

Decentraland. The decision is part of an e�ort to educate younger audiences about

taxes related to DeFi and NFTs.

8. Outlook

Our latest research

The FTX situation caught the market by surprise, and engenders a new potentially
bearish phase in crypto that many market-watchers hoped was a thing of the past.

As expected, crypto markets traded largely sideways in October. Across the month
there were some very positive signs for markets in the medium term: mass
corporate and institutional adoption and this could form the next bullish narrative.

Regulation and transparency will be key for markets until the end of 2022 and
beyond. Certainly crypto companies that make a virtue of being whiter-than-white
in terms of not lending customer assets will be the early winners.

The narrative of Bitcoin as the ultimate supply-limited asset is starting to regain
pace, given that central banks continue to raise rates across the board, and higher
rates are expected to persist well into 2023.

With the recent FTX/Binance situation, regulators will be on notice watching for any
impropriety. Customers will pull assets o� exchanges in their droves.

History is repeating itself in Bitcoin with large levels of bear market accumulation;
not only long-term holders, but the smaller retail holders are now increasing their
Bitcoin exposure. This looks to be particularly positive in the medium term and the
pattern validates Bitcoin's store of value/digital gold thesis. In addition: in the last �ve
years, gold has appreciated 33% while Bitcoin has appreciated 225%.

Bitcoin remains well undervalued from a technical perspective, with valuation
metrics like Net Unrealised Pro�t and Loss notably �ashing BTC in a position where
long-term average-in buys have been historically pro�table. HODLer behaviour
across BTC and ETH remains at all time highs, despite the bear market prices,
suggesting that investors are generally willing to buy low and hold out for better
times ahead.

Why Structure Really Matters in Crypto ETPs

Why Bitcoin hashrate is soaring as the bear market bites

What just happened with FTX and Binance

ETC Group Research In The Press

https://www.coindesk.com/web3/2022/10/26/norway-steps-into-metaverse-with-decentraland-tax-office/
https://etc-group.com/blog/Why_structure_really_matters_in_Crypto_ETPs/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-bitcoin-hashrate-soaring-bear-market-bites-tom-rodgers/?trackingId=%2BldrfDjOMDud%2BlObTqGFxw%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-just-happened-ftx-binance-tom-rodgers
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ETC Group's research team is regularly quoted in high pro�le digital asset and

traditional media venues. Below is a selection of the highlights and features this month.

Cboe Digital to Launch Margin-Based Crypto Futures (20 October 2022) - Markets

Media

Head of Research Tom Rodgers is quoted on his views on BNY Mellon starting

institutional custody of Bitcoin and Ethereum, speci�cally that it will unlock massive buy-

side participation in crypto markets.

Metaverse Deep Dive (22 October 2022) Milano Finanza

Head of Research Tom Rodgers contributes to the Italian publication Milano Finanza for

an article on the development of the metaverse. The piece is syndicated to ADVFN, MF

Dow Jones and TGcom24.

Connect with and Follow us

Linkedin: ETC Group

Linkedin: Tom Rodgers, Head of Research

Linkedin: Hanut Singh, Research Analyst

Twitter: ETC Group

Twitter: ETC Group Research

https://www.marketsmedia.com/cboe-digital-aims-to-launch-margin-based-crypto-futures/
https://www.milanofinanza.it/news/pronti-all-immersione-2581353
https://www.linkedin.com/company/40887236/admin/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tomrodgersmedia/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hanut-singh-ba7419152/
https://twitter.com/ETC_Crypto
https://twitter.com/EtcResearch
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General disclaimer
The information provided in this research report is for informative purposes only and does not constitute
investment advice, a recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction.
This document (which may be in the form of a research report, press release, social media post, blog post,
broadcast communication or similar instrument – we refer to this category of communications generally
as a “document” for purposes of this disclaimer) is issued by ETC Issuance GmbH (the “issuer”), a limited
company incorporated under the laws of the Germany. This document has been prepared in accordance
with applicable laws and regulations (including those relating to �nancial promotions). If you are
considering investing in any securities issued by ETC Group, including any securities described in this
document, you should check with your broker or bank that securities issued by ETC Group are available
in your jurisdiction and suitable for your investment pro�le.

Exchange-traded commodities/cryptocurrencies, or ETCs, are a highly volatile asset and performance is
unpredictable. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The market price of
ETCs will vary and they do not o�er a �xed income. The value of any investment in ETCs may be a�ected
by exchange rate and underlying price movements. This document may contain forward looking
statements including statements regarding ETC Group’s belief or current expectations with regards to the
performance of certain asset classes. Forward looking statements are subject to certain risks,
uncertainties and assumptions, and there can be no assurance that such statements will be accurate and
actual results could di�er materially. Therefore, you must not place undue reliance on forward-looking
statements.

This document does not constitute investment advice nor an o�er for sale nor a solicitation of an o�er to
buy any product or make any investment. An investment in an ETC that is linked to cryptocurrency, such
as those o�ered by ETC Group, is dependent on the performance of the underlying cryptocurrency, less
costs, but it is not expected to match that performance precisely. ETCs involve numerous risks including
among others, general market risks relating to underlying adverse price movements and currency,
liquidity, operational, legal and regulatory risks.

This document fairly represents the opinions and sentiments of the ETC Group, as at the date of its
issuance, but it should be noted that such opinions and sentiments may be revised from time to time.

ETC Issuance GmbH, incorporated under the laws of Germany, is the issuer of any securities described in
this document, under the base prospectus dated 23 November 2021, and previously the the base
prospectus dated 14th January 2021 and prospectus dated 4 June 2020,, and various sets of �nal terms
(in relation to BTCE, ZETH and other series of securities issued under that base prospectus), in each case
as supplemented from time to time, and approved by BaFin. Any decision to invest in securities o�ered by
ETC Group (including products and amounts) should take into consideration your speci�c circumstances
after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. You should also read the latest version of the
prospectus and/or base prospectus before investing and in particular, refer to the section entitled ‘Risk
Factors’ for further details of risks associated with an investment. These prospectuses and other
documents are available under the “Resources” section at etc-group.com. When visiting this website, you
will need to self-certify as to your jurisdiction and investor type in order to access these documents, and
in so doing you may be subject to other disclaimers and important information.

If you are in the UK, US, or Canada
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Information contained in this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an
advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public o�ering in the United States or Canada, or any
state, province or territory thereof, where neither the issuer nor its products are authorised or registered
for distribution or sale and where no prospectus of the issuer has been �led with any securities regulator.
Neither this document nor information in it should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or
indirectly) into the United States.

Publications & Social media Disclosure
Social media posts (including, but not limited to, LinkedIn and Twitter) of ETC Group and its subsidiaries
(“Social Media”) are not, and should not be considered to be recommendations, solicitations or o�ers by
ETC Group or its a�liates to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or other �nancial instruments or
other assets or provide any investment advice or service. ETC Group makes all reasonable e�orts to
ensure that the information contained on Social Media is accurate and reliable; however, errors
sometimes occur. You should note that the materials on Social Media are provided “as is” without any
express or implied warranties. ETC Group does not warrant or represent that the materials on Social
Media are accurate, valid, timely or complete.

Risks of Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrencies are highly volatile assets and are known for their extreme �uctuations in prices. While
there is potential for signi�cant gains, you are at risk of losing parts or your entire capital invested. The
value of the ETCs is a�ected by the price of its underlying cryptocurrency. The price of cryptocurrencies
can �uctuate widely and, for example, may be impacted by global and regional political, economic or
�nancial events, regulatory events or statements by regulators, investment trading, hedging or other
activities by a wide range of market participants, forks in underlying protocols, disruptions to the
infrastructure or means by which crypto assets are produced, distributed, stored and traded. The price of
cryptocurrencies may also change due to shifting investor con�dence in future outlook of the asset class.
Characteristics of cryptocurrencies and divergence of applicable regulatory standards create the
potential for market abuse and could lead to high price volatility. Amounts received by Bondholders (i)
upon redemption of the Bonds in USD, in cases where Bondholders are prevented from receiving
cryptocurrency for legal or regulatory reasons; or (ii) upon sale on the stock exchange depend on the
price performance of the relevant cryptocurrency and available liquidity.

For a detailed overview of risks associated with cryptocurrencies and speci�cally associated with the
ETCs, please refer to the prospectus and base prospectus available at the issuer’s website at www.etc-
group.com.


